Abstract: We show that strongly-coupled, translation-invariant holographic IR phases at finite density can be classified according to the scaling behaviour of the metric, the electric potential and the electric flux introducing four critical exponents, independently of the details of the setup. Solutions fall into two classes, depending on whether they break relativistic symmetry or not. The critical exponents determine key properties of these phases, like thermodynamic stability, the (ir)relevant deformations around them, the low-frequency scaling of the optical conductivity and the nature of the spectrum for electric perturbations. We also study the scaling behaviour of the electric flux through bulk minimal surfaces using the Hartnoll-Radicevic order parameter, and characterize the deviation from the Ryu-Takayanagi prescription in terms of the critical exponents.
Motivations and results
Holographic applications to strongly-coupled Condensed Matter systems in the vicinity of a Quantum Critical Point have generated a flurry of activity over the recent years (for reviews, see [1, 2] ). A lot of attention has very naturally focussed on the Infra-Red (IR) dual geometries, which control many of the scaling properties of the low-temperature quantum critical phases. In particular, the IR scaling of thermodynamic quantities such as the entropy or the heat capacity, as well as transport coefficients such as the optical conductivity or the resistivity, have turned out to be largely independent from the microscopic details of the theory. This is an additional motivation to examine the IR phases more closely, as they provide some universal insight into the low-temperature dynamics, irrespective of the UV completion (which justifies adopting a UV conformal fixed point instead of say, a microscopic lattice).
It was proposed in [3] to adapt the Wilsonian approach to effective field theories: effective holographic theories are then used to study and characterize the IR landscape of holographic strongly-coupled theories. By selecting only the few most relevant operators in the IR, an effective action can be adopted which captures the essence of the IR dynamics
1) where we have retained the metric, a Maxwell field and a scalar (because of the mass term W (φ) this also encompasses the case where this scalar is the modulus of a charged complex scalar, like in holographic superfluids [4] ).
Moreover, we assume that the scalar coupling functions Z, W and V have exponential asymptotic branches when φ grows large, as is the case in all known gauged supergravities. Translation-invariant phases preserving a U(1) symmetry in the IR (W 0 = 0) were examined first, [3, 5] , followed by a study of symmetry-breaking ones (W 0 = 0), 1 [6] . A classification of such phases is essential to the understanding of the lowtemperature phase diagram at finite density. Indeed, the relevant question is: Shooting down from the UV, where does the (holographic) RG flow end, given a set of UV couplings (like a magnetic field, a scalar coupling, etc.)? To answer this fundamental question, it is necessary to have an overview of all possible IR phases in order to construct the allowed flows, carry out the thermodynamic analysis and determine the dominant phase.
In [6] , we have established such a classification for massive vector theories along three criteria: the scaling symmetries of the metric, the IR behaviour of the scalar and last, the presence of a constant electric flux or not. The most general scaling Ansatz for the metric (retaining translation invariance and homogeneity, and supported by a scalar diverging logarithmically in the IR) is
where z and θ are the anisotropic dynamical and the hyperscaling violating exponent, respectively, [3, 5, 7] . The former fixes the relative scaling between time and space t → λ z t , x i → λx i , r → λr . This property can be linked to the low-temperature scaling of the thermal entropy, [5, 7] 
which displays some effective spatial dimensionality d θ : this is hyperscaling violation, measured by θ. The results of [5] allow to interpret this effective dimensionality in a large region of the parameter space as the spatial dimensionality of a decompactified theory, via some Kaluza-Klein oxydation [as well as incidentally providing a resolution of possible IR curvature singularities of (1.2)]. 2 In [7] , it was emphasized that for the specific value θ = d − 1, the system is effectively one-dimensional, as one would expect for a system with a Fermi surface. Moreover, the holographic entanglement entropy displays a logarithmic violation of its area law [9, 7, 10] , again along general expectations when a Fermi surface is present. As no IR bulk charges were in sight in the setup of [9, 7, 10] , this led to the conjecture that the 'fermionic' degrees of freedom responsible for the logarithmic violation must be 'hidden' behind the extremal horizon. However, [11] showed that current-current correlators exhibited no spectral weight at finite momentum and low energy, which seems to be in tension with the conjecture of [9, 7] . 3 In any case, the holographic calculation of the entanglement entropy [13] only depends on (a constant time slice of) the IR geometry, and so cares nothing for the details of the theory, or for the behaviour of the time component of the metric or the gauge field. This means that while the original calculations [9, 7, 10] embedded the metric Ansatz (1.2) with θ = d − 1 in the setup (1.1) without any U(1)-breaking mass term (W 0 = 0, with W 0 defined in (1.1)), the same logarithmic violation will be displayed in a theory with W 0 = 0, [6] . In this case, there are explicit charged degrees of freedom in the bulk (such as a superfluid condensate), with generically no electric flux emanating from the horizon. It is not known how current-current correlators would behave (along the lines of [11] ), but one might conjecture that if there is to be a Fermi surface of hidden dofs, then it must be made up of dofs not charged under the broken U(1).
It seems therefore very important to sharpen the distinction between these two configurations. This can be understood by examining the contributions to the boundary charge density, [14, 1] : either from a charged IR horizon, or from charged bulk fields. This describes fractionalized or cohesive phases respectively, generalizing to finite density the usual interpretation in holography that event horizons are dual to deconfined phases [15] . Quantum phase transitions between fractionalized and cohesive hyperscaling violating phases were identified in [16, 17, 6] , mediated by a scale-invariant (θ = 0) fixed point (dynamically) destabilized by a relevant (complex) deformation.
Clearly, the holographic entanglement entropy is oblivious to fractionalisation or cohesion. In [18] , two observables were proposed:
• The first simply calculates the amount of flux Φ Γ threading the bulk spatial hypersurface obtained by minimizing the area of the entangling region, that is the surface Γ obtained via the Ryu-Takayanagi prescription. This bulk hypersurface is such that ∂Γ = Σ, where Σ is the entangled region on the boundary of AdS. This observable is just thought of as additional data to the entanglement entropy, which would provide some measure of the density matrix of the degrees of freedom carrying the U(1) charge. It would be quite interesting to understand better what aspects of spacetime could be reconstructed given this data, along the lines of [19] .
• The second proposes to determine the bulk minimal hypersurface by minimizing a deformed entanglement entropy
where A Γ is the area of the minimal surface Γ while Φ Γ is the electric flux threading it, λ a coupling between the two. This new observable adds to the usual entanglement entropy prescription a dipole coupling to the electric field. This could happen on D-branes with an internal dipole moment, polarized under some external electric field. They are conjectured to be dual to a class of surface operators, though no precise identification of the field theory observables has been provided yet.
Assuming the region Σ to be composed of two parallel (d − 1)-dimensional hypersurfaces separated by a distance L along the remaining spatial direction, fractionalised phases were found to display a volume scaling law
where ρ is the boundary charge density. For partially fractionalised phases, only the coefficient changes and should be replaced by ρ − ρ c , where ρ c accounts for charge density sitting outside the deep IR region. [18] carried out the analysis for cohesive phases with a constant charge density σ ef f (r) = σ 0 in the IR:
where we have allowed for a non-mininal coupling Z(φ) between a scalar and the electric field, while u ν is a timelike unit vector. 4 The scaling of the new observable (1.6) at large L was found to be dominated by the usual area term if θ ≤ 0, just like the entanglement entropy, while for θ > 0, the flux term Φ Γ would be more important. In particular, this means that when the term due to the electric flux dominates, the minimal surface found differs from the Ryu-Takayanagi prescription, providing a nonlocal order parameter sensitive to cohesion.
Summary and results
In this work, we shall provide evidence that there exists a universal parameterization of translation-invariant, cohesive phases. Extending the results of [6] , we will assume that electric flux conservation is broken explicitly in the IR and that Gauss's law takes the form
The field strength can couple non-minimally to a neutral scalar via the coupling Z(φ), and the electric potential typically couples to a current j ν ef f φ, A λ , which can depend on the scalar but also on the vector field. This allows to account for several cases of interest, where the charge density σ ef f might originates from a U(1)-breaking term (which is a substitute for a charged condensate in the bulk, [6] ), from a parityviolating term (whereby the magnetic field generates electric charge and can lead to stripe instabilities, [20, 21, 22, 23] ) or from a fermionic fluid in the bulk, [24, 16] . Letting σ ef f depend on the radial coordinate, this leads us to introduce two new scaling exponents. The first, ξ, parametrises the IR scaling of the electric flux 10) which is of course is related to the presence or absence of fractionalised degrees of freedom in the IR. For that reason, we call it the cohesion exponent. The fractionalised limit corresponds to ξ = 0. The second, ζ, parametrises the violation of Lifshitz scaling in the electric potential
together with the cohesion exponent ξ when the phase is cohesive. Anticipating a little, we call it the conduction exponent. The various scaling exponents z, θ, ξ and ζ are determined by the parameters of the Lagrangian. This parameterization holds irrespective of the behaviour of the scalar field in the IR, which typically can either go to a constant or run logarithmically. It allows to lift the degeneracy between various solutions for which the metric is Lifshitz invariant (θ = 0) which have appeared in previous literature: solutions with a constant scalar and a massive vector field (or p-form) studied in [26, 25] are cohesive but preserve Lifshitz scale invariance with ζ = ξ = −d; on the other hand, fractionalised Lifshitz solutions with a running scalar [26, 27] have ξ = 0 and ζ = −d θ , while their cohesive version still has ζ = −d θ but ξ = 0, [6, 30, 31] , and generically break Lifshitz invariance.
Fractionalised solutions are obtained when the source term on the right-hand side of (1.9) vanishes and coincide with the solutions of [3] . Partially fractionalised solutions are obtained when this source term is irrelevant in the IR, and so Gauss's law is restored at leading order.
In section 2, we exhibit large families of (often novel) solutions to the setups mentioned above. Remarkably, they fall into two classes, which are distinguished by whether the current dual to the electric potential is relevant or not in the IR:
• If it is relevant, it breaks Poincaré symmetry and thus time scales anisotropically compared to space with z = 1. The value of the conduction exponent is fixed to ζ = −d θ . The IR background is then charged.
• If it is irrelevant, Poincaré symmetry is restored with z = 1 and time and space scale identically. The value of the conduction exponent is then independent from the values taken by the other scaling exponents. In this case, one needs to carefully distinguish whether it is consistent or not to switch off the electric potential in Maxwell's equation. If yes the IR background is effectively neutral and an exact solution to the field equations (this is the case for the massive vector theories, where the electric potential enters on both sides of Maxwell's equation, or in the presence of a Chern-Simons coupling); if not, the electric potential parameterizes a background power series (this is the case for the electron stars). In our notation of (1.9), the two cases are distinguished by whether j ν ef f φ, A λ vanishes as A λ is turned off or not.
In order to get a better theoretical handle on the cohesion and conduction exponents ξ and ζ, we proceed to study the scaling of various observables in the field theory. The IR dimension of operators can be determined by working out the static, purely radial deformations around the solution. We find that they come by pairs, which one expects to sum to the universal value d θ +z on general dimensional grounds by inserting some operator dt d d θ x g O O in the IR field theory in d θ spatial dimensions. This expectation is not realised when the electric potential sources a background power series as well as the deformation: in this case, the value of the sum is shifted to 1 − ζ in d = 2, 5 and is controlled by the conduction exponent ζ. It is also not borne out when the electric potential is irrelevant and coupled to a magnetic component via a Chern-Simons coupling: in this case, the sum is 2+ζ −θ. Moreover, there is always a marginal mode β 0 = 0 conjugate to a relevant mode β u = d θ + z, which respectively are rescalings of time and turning on a small nonzero temperature. The other modes are non-universal (they depend on the details of the theory) and the dual dimensions will typically display all scaling exponents z, θ, ξ and ζ.
In section 3, we will show that the scaling exponents govern the low-frequency scaling of (the real part of) the optical conductivity at zero temperature. We find that 12) which leads us to conjecture that it should scale generically as
for generic z and ζ, although such phases remain to be discovered. This shows that the conduction exponent ζ determines the scaling of the optical conductivity. The scalings above are valid when T ω µ where T and µ are the temperature and chemical potential of the dual theory. The z = 1 scaling is identical to the scaling of the conductivity for probe charge carriers in a neutral IR background, even though our phases are always charged (when z = 1 the current is irrelevant but nonzero).
Imposing the Null Energy Condition and thermodynamic stability, we show that the optical conductivity always vanishes at zero frequency (as it should in order for linear response theory to be valid), while the spectrum of electric perturbations is gapless. In the thermodynamically unstable region, see figure 1 , there is a small parameter space where this is still true, but more generally linear response theory breaks down, and the spectrum is gapped if the Schrödinger potential diverges in the UV. This is always the case in d > 2, and in d = 2 if the UV dimension of the scalar obeys 1/2 < ∆ < 1. The expectation is then that there will be a phase transition at low temperatures before that IR solution is reached.
Finally, motivated by the analysis of [18] , we will show in section 4 that the value of the cohesion exponent ξ controls the scaling of the proposed order parameter (1.6) for a strip of width L 1:
(1.14)
For ξ ≤ −d θ , the area term always dominates the new observable (1.6), which means that the scaling is identical to the Ryu-Takayanagi prescription in the deep IR. However, some care is needed to determine the dynamics of the hypersurface, which may differ sensibly from the RT prescription. Otherwise, the flux term dominates, and the minimal surface is different from the Ryu-Takayanagi prescription. Interestingly, the limiting value is identical to the value taken by the conduction exponent in z = 1 phases: then, both terms contribute equally, and the electric potential (1.11) is Lifshitz-invariant (though the metric need not be). We conclude in section 5.
A universal parameterization of cohesive phases
In this section, we will show that the parameterization (1.10) and (1.11) together with (1.2) holds for a variety of models, which display cohesive phases in the IR: models with a massive vector, a fermion fluid in the bulk or with a Chern-Simons term. This way, we realise three different ways to neutralise the extremal horizon. We will assume that there is a scalar coupling to the other fields. In the IR, it can either settle in an extremum of its effective potential or run along a logarithmic branch. In that case, the couplings are approximated by exponentials for convenience, following intuition from supergravity potentials. In what follows, we will only consider explicitly the runaway case, but it is straightforward to see that our results also hold for the first case. In order to derive the hyperscaling solutions, one simply needs to replace in the solutions the amplitudes of the various exponential couplings V 0 , Z 0,1,2 , W 0 or ϑ 0 by the values taken by these couplings at the extremum of the effective scalar potential where the scalar settles. 6 We will scan through three different models representing three different options to generate electric flux in the bulk in the presence of a neutral extremal horizon, i.e. with vanishing IR electric flux. We will find that we can organise the discussion along two broad classes: non-relativistic solutions with z = 1 but a fixed conduction exponent ζ = θ −d; and relativistic solutions with z = 1 and independent conduction exponent ζ. Whether one or the other is reached depends on the nature of the operator dual to the vector field in the IR (relevant or irrelevant). Finally, we examine static, purely radial deformations around our solutions and show that the conjugate pairs generically sum to d θ + z, though their details depend on the model and also involve ζ, ξ. This does not hold when the current is irrelevant and the electric flux is sourced by a fermion fluid or a magnetic field: in those cases, a pair of deformations sums anomalously.
The models

Massive vectors
In [6] , the following class of theories were studied in four-dimensional bulk spacetimes
which might be thought of as an effective theory for the asymptotics of a holographic superfluid (when the U (1) is broken spontaneously). The field equations read:
For power-like solutions, it was found that if = γ − δ, the mass term on the right of (1.9) (here j µ φ, A λ = W 0 e φ A µ ) is irrelevant in the IR and vanishes at leading order in r, giving rise to partially fractionalised phases. On the other hand, if = γ − δ, then the mass term contributes at leading order in r in Maxwell's equation, resulting in cohesive phases where the electric flux vanish in the IR. We will recall these solutions in section 2.2 and generalise them to arbitrary d. Note that as mentioned in the introduction, the source vanishes when the vector is switched off.
Electron stars
Turning to fermions, [24] proposed that a density of bulk fermions could be modeled using a Thomas-Fermi approximation. This allows to go beyond the probe limit, and introduces an extra term in the Lagrangian, equal to the pressure of the fermionic fluid, p(µ loc ). µ loc is the local chemical potential felt by the fermions at radial coordinate r, with µ
Solutions with a macroscopic density of fermions carrying all of the electric charge were constructed numerically, and named electron stars. If the mass of the fermions is too large compared to the chemical potential, the Fermi sea is not populated and a fractionalised phase can be found, with all the electric flux emanating from behind the extremal horizon. Here, we will relax the requirement for a constant density of fermions, and find new possible IR asymptotics for the electron stars.
We will consider the effective four-dimensional Lagrangian
which gives rise to the following effective field equations for the ideal fluid of charged fermions:
where e is the gauge coupling and k = 1/8πG N . Note that we have allowed for a direct coupling between the scalar and the fermion fluid. The perfect fluid tensor reads
with energy density ρ and pressure p, while the charge current 8 is
where σ is the charge density of the fermions and u µ is a unit vector. We will define their dimensionless version
They can be expressed as integrals of the density of stateŝ ρ =β
They also verify the first lawp
8 which differs from j µ ef f φ, A λ introduced in (1.9) by a factor of e φ . Observe that it is not consistent to switch off the vector without switching off the electron star as well.
In [24] , the focus was on electron stars with a constant charge density in the IR, where a Lifshitz scaling could be seen to emerge. Here, we would like to investigate the possibility of violating hyperscaling. Since these geometries need a logarithmically running scalar to support them, we expect the local chemical potential to run as well, which means it becomes very large compared to the fermion mass, µ loc m.
9
This allows to simplify the integrals in (2.8) to obtain: As advertised, since the first term in the expansion is mass-independent, the fermions are effectively massless in the IR, where µ loc → +∞. Such solutions where the local chemical potential is scaling in the IR have not been constructed in previous literature (at least for generic z), and it would be interesting to do so. If = 2γ − δ, we will exhibit a cohesive solution (2.19) with arbitrary dynamical exponent z = 1 and fixed conduction exponent ζ = θ − 2, while if = 2γ − δ, a cohesive solution with fixed dynamical exponent z = 1 and arbitrary conduction exponent ζ = θ − 2 is obtained (2.26).
Phases with Chern-Simons couplings
Let us now turn to models still preserving the U(1) symmetry in the IR, but including a parity violating term, which can generate phases with charge density waves and spatial modulation, [20, 21, 22, 23] :
(2.14)
When the two gauge fields are the same, this model coincides with the model of [20, 21, 22, 23] . The field equations read
and the F 1F2 term does not appear in Einstein's equations because of the √ −g factor in the definition of the Levi-Civita tensor. As for the electron stars, the effective mass term in Maxwell's equation for A 1 only depends on A 2 (and vice and versa), which means that it is not consistent to switch off only one of the two vectors.
We will look for hyperscaling violating solutions where we only turn on a time component for the A 1 field and a spatial one for A 2
which means that we are placing the dual field theory at finite density in a constant external magnetic field.
Non-relativistic solutions 2.2.1 Massive vectors
Cohesive phases all the way to the IR can be found if = γ − δ, 10 and as advertised, two cases must be distinguished depending on whether the current is relevant or not. If it is, solutions with broken Poincaré symmetry z = 1 can be found:
In this solution, ζ = θ − d is fixed. The electric flux scales like (1.10), and setting ξ = 0 recovers fractionalised phases. Two different Lifshitz solutions exist: one with θ = 0, which is a cousin of those studied in [27] , while another exists for
where it is now the electric potential rather than the metric which is Lifshitz invariant. Setting further θ = 0 recovers a pure Lifshitz solution with a constant scalar, [25, 26] . There is a locally critical limit, taking (z, θ, ξ) → +∞ while keeping the ratios θ/z, ξ/z finite, which provides solutions conformal to AdS 2 × R d :
Their fractionalised version ξ = 0 has been studied previously, [11] and displays special Kaluza-Klein properties [5] . It would be interesting to find out whether their cohesive generalisations display different properties. The limit θ = 0 can be taken in (2.18) provided ξ ≥ 0, but at the price that W 0 < 0. This seems in tension with the interpretation of W 0 as a charge squared, but would open up the possibility of having a spacetime which is AdS 2 × R d with flux ξ = 0 or without flux ξ < 0. This would effectively decorrelate the fact that an infinite throat opens up in the IR from the behaviour of the electric flux. As far as we are aware, cohesive AdS 2 × R d ground states have not be considered previously in the literature.
Electron stars
Plugging the leading order expressions for the fluid quantities (2.11) in the field equations (2.4), we look for power-like solutions. Assuming that all powers of r contribute equally implies = 2γ − δ, we find:
The scaling exponents z, θ and ξ are determined in terms of the parameters of the theory, namely δ, γ andβ. Our solution is exact in the zero fermion mass case, but will receive corrections from the mass otherwise. ξ is defined through the scaling of the electric flux as in (1.10). The conduction exponent ζ = θ − 2 on the other hand is fixed, and can be read off from (1.11). The fractionalisation limit is ξ = 0, for which the fluid vanishes from the deep IR (β = 0). There is also a locally critical limit (z, θ) → +∞, θ = −ηz as previously, with η now parameterizing the conformal deviation from AdS 2 × R 2 . In the limit in which we are working, the fermion mass does not enter at leading order in the IR. As advertised, the fermion density and pressure also scale with r, since
Note that assuming that the local chemical potential blows up in the IR places some constraints on the parameter space: (θ − 4 − 2ξ)(θ − 2) < 0. This is enough to keep the corrections at non-zero fermion massm under control. When θ − 4 − 2ξ = 0, or equivalently κγ = 0, the local chemical potential and the charge density become constant in the IR, so that the solution is only valid for strictly massless fermionŝ m = 0. In this limit, either the gauge coupling Z(φ) becomes constant or κ = 0 (constant scalar). In the latter case, we recover a Lifshitz IR, which is the massless limit of the solution of [24] .
Phases with Chern-Simons couplings
Similarly to section 2.1.1, an analysis of possible IR phases in terms of relevant operators can be carried out. Looking at power solutions of the field equations, it is readily seen that unless the relation 2λ = γ 1 + γ 2 = 0 holds in the IR, the parity violating term is irrelevant at leading order, and the phase is partially fractionalised. Assuming this relation to hold, cohesive hyperscaling violating solutions can be found:
This solution with z = 1 again verifies ζ = θ − 2. The electric flux scales like (1.10) and vanishes in the IR unless ξ = 0, in which case it is constant and the phase is fractionalised. This implies λ = 0 and γ 1 = −γ 2 , which turns off the effects of the F 1 ∧ F 2 term: there is nolonger a source on the right-hand side of Maxwell's equation, the magnetic flux nolonger carries electric charge, we generically have a dyonic solution. Solving for θ 0 , we obtain the following relation between Q 0 and Q 2 :
We can now truncate it to a purely electric or magnetic one by setting either Q 2 = 0 or Q 0 = 0. This coincides then with single-gauge field model of [21] : since they have λ = 0, their model can only admit purely magnetic solutions (or purely electric, fractionalised ones). On the other hand, for other values of ξ, all the bounday electric flux is sourced by the magnetic flux in the bulk. Another truncation of this theory to a cohesive phase with a single gauge field is when both gauge fields can be regrouped in a single one: γ 1 = γ 2 ≡ γ and Z 1 = Z 2 , which implies in turn ζ = 2 and λ = γ.
Finally, let us note the presence of a truncation of (2.22) to a cohesive Lifshitz solution when θ = 0, as well as a locally critical limit z, θ, ξ → +∞, which yields a solution conformal to AdS 2 × R 2 :
(2.24)
Note that since ζ = θ, the limit θ → 0 recovers a dyonic AdS 2 × R 2 solution with a vanishing (constant) scalar. However we may have ζ = ξ = θ (the electric potential is then Lifshitz-invariant) while still allowing for a running scalar and hyperscaling violation θ = 0.
Relativistic solutions
Relativistic solutions with z = 1 can be obtained by assuming that terms not coming from the metric or the scalar do not enter at leading order in r in the field equations. This either means that the electric potential does not backreact on the metric and scalar field and only sources one of the deformations, like for the massive vectors or the dyonic solutions, or that it parameterizes a power series, like for the electron stars.
The scaling exponents ζ and ξ are determined by matching to the parameterization (1.11) and (1.10), and solving Maxwell equation independently from the others at leading order in the deformation or in the power series. ζ will now appear as an independent parameter, contrarily to the z = 1 solutions above, but this comes with having to set z = 1. The fractionalised limit is still ξ = 0, 12 but unsurprisingly it is distinct from its z = 1 cousin (which would have ζ = θ − d).
Massive vectors
In this setup, the electric potential can consistently be switched off in Maxwell's equation, since the mass term on the right-hand side then vanishes. As a consequence, there is no background power series as in the next two subsections (though there is one consistent with a partially fractionalised phase, see [6] ). The electric potential does not enter in the background, only through the deformations:
Electron stars
It is clear from the expressions of Q 0 andβ in (2.19 ) that this solution is not valid for z = 1. Analysing the equations of motion in that case, there are two possibilities: either an exact solution with θ = 3, or a power series if one assumes that terms coming from the gauge field and the fermion fluid contribute at subleading order in the IR in the scalar and Einstein's equations. 13 The exact solution has the unfortunate property that the static, radial perturbations around it which should generate temperature are now logarithmic and so that solution seems pathological. The details of the power series solution read however
where the a n , b n , c n , d n and Φ n are the coefficients of the power series and are uniquely determined by the field equations, typically proportional toβ −1/2 emphasizing that the non-zero density of the fluid is the source of the background power series. α 12 Such an example of relativistic, fractionalised phase with hyperscaling violation appears in section 8 of [5] . 13 Treating the electric potential as a deformation around a neutral gravitational background would only yield a partially fractionalised phase, since the right-hand side of Maxwell equation would only matter at higher order in µ loc given by (2.11).
should always be such that terms going like r nα with n > 0 some integer decay faster towards the IR than r 0 . The reason why there is a power series is that it is not consistent to switch off entirely the electric potential, which is sourced by the fluid charge density in the IR.
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The conduction exponent ζ must be different from θ − 2 in order for the power series to be well-defined, which is equivalent to = 2γ − δ. is otherwise unfixed. The local chemical potential can be evaluated to be
which imposes some constraint on the parameter space in order to ensure it blows up in the IR: (θ − 2)(2ζ − θ − 2ξ) < 0. This is enough to ensure that the corrections to next order in the fermion massm are indeed subleading. A similar solution was constructed by [16] , in section 3.4 for a model with γ = δ = 1/ √ 3 and = 0. Note that γ = δ implies that the local chemical potential is constant and nolonger scales with r. More generically, this will happen whenever = γ − δ. Our results will then only coincide with those of [16] in the strictly massless limitm = 0.
Phases with Chern-Simons couplings
The leading solution is precisely identical to (2.25), with Q 2 = 0 as well. Both the electric and magnetic fields are irrelevant, and will be sourced through the deformations. Note that it would be possible to treat only the magnetic field as a deformation, and then the phase would be partially fractionalised with an electrically charged extremal background and z = 1.
Deformations
We will only concern ourselves with purely radial perturbations at zero frequency and zero momentum. They are important to determine if the solution can be reached with a stable or RG flow or not. Deformations give the dimension of the dual corresponding operator in the IR, and come by pairs, which on general grounds from dimensional analysis (taking into account the effects of hyperscaling violation) should sum to d + z − θ. Interestingly, we shall see that this expectation is not always borne out. When the charge current is irrelevant (z = 1 and ζ = θ − d) and coupled either to a charged fluid of fermions or to a magnetic field via a Chern-Simons term, the deformations sourced by the electric potential sum anomalously to 1 − ζ (electron stars) or 2 + ζ − θ (magnetic field), where the deviation is parameterized by ζ.
In all the solutions exposed in the previous sections, one always finds a marginal mode β 0 = 0 corresponding to a rescaling of time and a constant shift of the scalar, as well as its conjugate β u = d + z − θ, which is relevant and puts the solution at nonzero temperature. These are universal in the sense that they do not depend on the details of the setup and are completely fixed by our metric Ansatz.
Below, we detail the other modes β ± , which are both non-trivial and setupdependent. We shall see however that they depend on the values of the cohesion and conduction exponents, (ξ, ζ), and consequently, so do the dimensions of the IR operators they are dual to.
Finally, we give the allowed parameter space, where we request that: the solution is well-defined (no complex parameters, the power series when it exists is subleading); the electric flux vanishes in the IR; the solution is thermodynamically stable; the deformations are irrelevant; and for the electron stars, the local chemical potential diverges in the IR.
Massive vectors
We will parameterize the deformations in this section with the Ansatz
For simplicity, we give results for d = 2, but the values for generic d can be obtained by rescaling
Non-relativistic solution (2.17) In this case, the last pair of modes around (2.17) reads:
As shown in [6] for d = 2, β + is never irrelevant, while the condition that β − is irrelevant is not always verified (it can also be relevant and/or complex).
Relativistic solution (2.25) In this case, the electric potential does not backreact on the metric and scalar at leading order in the IR, finite density occurs by turning it on as a deformation. If we parameterize the leading IR behaviour of the electric potential according to (1.11) , this defines
(2.31) Note that this is sourced only by A 1 with all other coefficients set to zero, since they can only mix at quadratic order. Ensuring that they do allows to fix the value of β ± relative to β a ± :
This will be valid for the region of the parameter space where (2 − θ)(ζ + 2 − θ) > 0, otherwise there are no irrelevant deformations. The full parameter space is
The condition on ζ is necessary to ensure that β − is irrelevant. Note that none of these pairs sum anomalously, that is we always find that β + + β − = 2 + z − θ.
Electron stars
(2.34)
The power series is turned off for the non-relativistic solutions (2.19) but is necessary for the relativistic solution (2.26) where there is also a power series in the background.
Non-relativistic solution (2.19)
We find in this case:
(2.35) 16 We fix the radial gauge by choosing ∆C(r)/C(r) = 0.
The two modes β ± sum to 2 + z − θ, as expected. Given other constraints on the parameter space, β − is always irrelevant (never relevant or complex). The parameter space reads
Relativistic solution (2.26) There, we get
As advertised, β + + β − = 1 − ζ = 2 + z − θ. We interpret this deviation from the fact that the electric potential, while irrelevant, still participates in the background geometry (it cannot be turned off with the background still solving the field equations), and this shifts the dimensions of the dual operators. Note that the power series does not backreact exactly in the same way on the electric potential and on the metric or scalar in (2.34), which makes the identification of the dual dimensions subtle. However, it is straightforward to see that the limit ζ → θ − 2 would recover the usual value. The parameter space in that case is
Note that β − could be relevant and even complex given other constraints, and so requiring β − < 0 reduces the parameter space available.
Phases with Chern-Simons couplings
Magnetic fields are topological, and in the boundary dual theory are associated with a source but not with a vev, which means that the IR geometry should only allow for one free integration constant, which varies the value of the magnetic field in which the background is placed. In the IR, this is done by shifting the scalar by a constant, which corresponds to a marginal(ly relevant) mode. This is different from the case of [32] , where radial deformations can be turned on without spoiling homogeneity, thanks to the Bianchi VII symmetry of the Ansatz. Here, no such radial deformations are allowed by homogeneity. Turning to the charge, the pair of modes sourced by the electric potential display a shift when the current is irrelevant.
Non-relativistic solution (2.22)
We parameterize the remaining deformations as
There is only one zero mode β 0 = 0 and β u = 2 + z − θ, coming from the metric. The other pair of modes is still sourced by the metric (A 1 = 0):
is always irrelevant given the constraints from the background solution. The electric potential sources a pair of modes (which would reduce to β 0 and β u if we turned off the source in Maxwell's equation, that is ξ = 0):
Here, β el + is always relevant, while β el − is not always irrelevant in the allowed parameter space.
The parameter space is a bit too lengthy to write, but allows for a large range of values of θ, z and ξ.
Relativistic solution (2.42)
There are two pairs of modes summing to 3 − θ: two zero modes β 0 = 0 (one of which is time rescaling, while the other is a shift of the scalar which can be used to vary the magnetic field Q 2 ) and associated nonzero temperature modes β u = 2+z −θ (compared to the non-relativitic solution, β met ± have collapsed to β 0 and β u ),. Then one more pair β el ± is associated to the electric charge. One is a zero mode which just shifts the electric potential by a constant (the U (1) is not broken), while the other is written
where θ, ζ, ξ and ψ are all free parameters. Q 0 is the integration constant associated to the mode, and all the coefficients Φ i,j , A i,j are uniquely determined from it. Note that ζ = θ − 2 and ψ = 2 for this solution to exist. The Chern-Simons coupling is responsible for generating the two modes seen in the expansion. The first stems from electric terms in the field equations, while the second from magnetic terms. The structure of the expansion is quite complicated, since these two types of terms mix already at quadratic order, but their amplitudes can be solved for consistently.
They collapse to the same value for ψ = θ − ζ, or equivalently 2λ = γ 1 + γ 2 as for the nonrelativistic solutions. The parameter space from the background and requiring the modes to be irrelevant is θ < 0 , ξ < 0 , ζ < θ − 2 , ψ > 2 . (2.43)
AC conductivity 3.1 Massive vectors
We now focus back on the theories (2.1), which we recall here for convenience
These theories have been argued to capture the low-temperature asymptotics of holographic superconductors in the presence of a logarithmically running condensate in the IR, [6] . This is to be contrasted with the cases examined in [28, 29] which focussed on AS 4 or Lifshitz IR fixed points. Beyond numerical calculations, the low-frequency behaviour of the AC conductivity can be extracted by reducing the fluctuation problem to a one-dimensional Schrödinger equation and matching the asymptotics in the IR and the UV, [29] . This technique was applied to the IR of holographic superconductors with a constant scalar in [29] , and to the IR of normal phases described by a Lifshitz [27] or hyperscaling violating [3] geometry supported by a running scalar.
Here we shall compute the low-frequency behaviour of the AC conductivity for the hypercaling violating IR asymptotics of holographic superconductors. We start by introducing the vectorial perturbations at zero spatial momentum a x (t, r) and g tx (t, r) along one of the spatial directions x ∈ R (d) in the electric potential and metric
Making use of time translation invariance, we can parameterize the time dependence of the fluctuations as A x (t, r) = a x (r)e −iωt and g tx (t, r) = g tx (r)e −iωt . Plugging this Ansatz in, we obtain three non-trivial equations for the perturbations from the x component of Maxwell's equations and the tx and rx components of Einstein's equations. The latter can be obtained from the first two. The tx equation is a first-order equation for g tx (r), from which we can eliminate it completely from the non-trivial Maxwell's equation and obtain:
Primes denote derivatives with respect to r. Note that the background electric field A t contributes an explicit term to the potential multiplying the term linear in a x , as well as the mass W . This is a similar equation to that obtained in [4] . Changing variables to
as well as defining the Schrödinger coordinate
the fluctuation equation (3.3) takes the form of a Schrödinger equation
Note that for extremal, fractionalised backgrounds with = γ −δ, the mass term will actually be subleading in the IR and will not contribute to the Schrödinger potential. Moreover, the mass term is independent from the presence of a background electric field A t , contrarily to the flux term proportional to (A t ) 2 . Assuming the hyperscaling violating form (1.2), then we find thatr ∼ r z . In order to determine the locus of the extremal horizon, we have to consider where it stands in the r coordinate. If we define it as the locus where the spatial part of the metric collapses, it is r → 0 if θ < d and r → ∞ otherwise. Then the location of the horizon in ther coordinate is decided by the sign of (d−θ)z, that is by thermodynamic stability of the non-extremal black hole solution! For thermodynamically stable solutions, the extremal horizon will always be atr → +∞, while it will be atr → 0 otherwise. Note that this holds both for the z = 1 and z = 1 backgrounds. Let us restrict ourselves to the thermodynamically stable case, and assume the extremal horizon is at r → +∞.
Evaluating (3.7) on the z = 1 solutions (2.17) or (2.25), we find that it always takes the formṼ
which allows to solve the Schrödinger equation (3.6). The value ofṼ 0 will depend on the extremal background. In any case, (3.6) can be solved imposing ingoing wave boundary conditions at the extremal horizon such that
which yields the Hankel functioñ
The next step is to notice that (3.6) has a conserved flux
so that it can be computed both near the extremal horizon atr → −∞ and at the UV boundaryr → 0. Using the matched asymptotic procedure of [27] , we finally derive that
where µ and T are the chemical potential and temperature of the dual field theory. Applying this procedure to the solutions (2.17), we obtain for the IR Schrödinger potentialṼ
and then for the AC conductivity scaling
We can also apply the calculation to phases where there is no background electric field at leading order, with z = 1, such as (2.25). Plugging in the values, we obtaiñ
and then
Remarkably, both (3.14) and (3.16) are identical to the results obtained in the massless case W 0 = 0 in [3, 5] : this means that the leading scaling behaviour of the AC conductivity at low frequencies is the same in terms of these scaling exponents. This result also applies to the fractionalised solutions with = γ − δ. Of course, if one were to trade z and θ for their expressions in terms of γ, δ and W 0 /V 0 Z 0 , then the scalings would be different, and this would obscure the universality of the results above.
Electron stars
We can perturb the Einsten's equations coupled to the charged fluid of fermions with time-dependent perturbations (3.17) and after some massaging, obtain the linearised equations
which generalise previous results in [24] . We can substitute for g tx and u x in the second-order differential equation for a x :
This equation can be reformulated as a one-dimensional Schrödinger equation using the same variables as in the previous section, with the potential
Remarkably, evaluating it on the solution (2.19)
which is identical to the result obtained with the massive vector backgrounds (2.17). Accordingly, the AC conductivity also reads:
Turning to the backgrounds (2.26), we find that the Schrödinger potential in (3.20) evaluates toṼ
The flux term is subleading (since ζ = θ − 2 for this solution), but not the density term. Carrying out the previous steps again, we find in the end that the AC conductivity scales like
which once more is identical to the scaling(3.16) for the massive vector field solutions.
Turning to the z = 1 result, we can also impose the NEC as well as thermodynamic stability. On top of this we should add constraints that the current indeed behaves as a perturbation in the IR:
Then, we find that for cohesive phases, 1 − ζ > 0, while for fractionalised ones, 1 − ζ < 0, which yields the AC conductivity scaling
The overall power in the optical conductivity is always positive. For the hyperscaling θ = 0, fractionalised case, ζ = d, which recovers the classic result about the optical conductivity scaling when charged degrees of freedom are coupled to a scale invariant quantum critical sector of neutral degrees of freedom, [24] . The nature of the spectrum of fluctuations (gapped or gapless) can be determined by looking at the behaviour of the Schrödinger potential in the IR. Note that the Schrödinger coordinater ∼ r z (3.30) which means that for thermodynamically stable phases, 31) and the IR is always tor → +∞. In that case, the Schrödinger potential vanishes in the IR, and consequently the spectrum is gapless. In the thermodynamically unstable region (see figure 1 for d = 2), the Schrödinger potential blows up in the IR, and the nature of the spectrum can differ whether to −∞ (Ṽ 0 < 0) or +∞ (Ṽ 0 > 0). IfṼ 0 < 0, then the optical conductivity also vanishes at ω → 0, so the spectrum is still gapless. IfṼ 0 > 0, the optical conductivity blows up at ω → 0, linear response theory breaks down and our result is not valid. If on top of this the Schrödinger potential also blows up in the UV, 19 then the spectrum will be gapped. More generally, in this case, we expect that there will be a phase transition to another branch of black holes at low enough temperature, so that this IR is not reached anyway.
Revisiting the deformed entropy proposal
In section 2, we have shown how cohesive phases can be universally parameterized using four scaling exponents. Two are familiar: the dynamical exponent z, which right pannel: z = 1). In the red region, it diverges to −∞, the optical conductivity vanishes at low frequency and the spectrum is gapless. In the blue region, it diverges to +∞, linear response theory breaks down and the spectrum will be gapped if the potential also diverges in the UV.
measures the anisotropy between time and space of the dual field theory, and the hyperscaling violation exponent θ, which tells us the effective spatial dimensionality; the third is the cohesion exponent ξ and measures the amount of electric flux in the IR, while the fourth, the conduction exponent ζ controls the low-frequency scaling of the optical conductivity. Together, ξ and ζ also control how much the electric potential departs from invariance under Lifshitz scaling. This parameterization holds in a variety of models, for fractionalised as well as cohesive phases, independently from the details of the bulk source for electric charge. Let us recall this parameterization for convenience:
While the interpretation of these scaling exponents as measuring the departure from scale invariance r → λr ,
is most obvious in this system of coordinates, it will prove useful in the following to introduce a coordinate ρ = r d d θ for which the IR is unambiguously ρ → +∞:
Beyond the interpretation we just mentioned, we have seen in section 3 how ζ controls the scaling of the optical conductivity. How about the cohesion exponent ξ? Since we are looking for observables characterising the IR phase without making any reference to the UV completion, thermodynamic quantities are of little use. One might like to think about entanglement entropy, which is a nonlocal probe of entanglement between a spatial subsystem of the boundary. Holographically, it is calculated by minimizing the area of the bulk hypersurface whose boundary is the boundary of the subsystem, [13] . If the typical size of the boundary subsystem is large enough, then the details of the UV can be neglected and a universal IR piece extracted, [9] . However, it is only sensitive to the spatial part of the metric, and so 'sees' neither z nor ζ or ξ.
To remedy this, we will take up the analysis of [18] , which proposed a modification of the Ryu-Takayanagi formula so that it might be sensitive to the presence of cohesive/fractionalised charges in the IR. To be more precise, these authors suggested two observables:
• calculate the electric flux through the minimal surface Γ determined by the calculation of the entanglement entropy;
• minimize a 'deformed' entanglement entropy
These authors addressed the case of a constant charge density in the IR, and found that the physics of these observables could be classified according to the sign of θ. Our discussion will parallel that of [18] , and we will show that (perhaps unsurprisingly), it is the cohesion exponent ξ which controls the physics and determines whether the minimal surface found differs from the Ryu-Takayanagi prescription or not. The fact that for Lifshitz-like asymptotics (4.3) a constant charge density is recovered by setting ξ = θ − d + θ/d ties back to the results of [18] .
Motivated by the results of section 2, we will generalize this discussion to include a density scaling in the IR ρ → ∞:
while the electric flux reads:
These expressions relate to those of the previous sections by the change of radial coordinate ρ = r d θ /d . Anticipating on what follows, we will require d θ ≥ 0, so that the flux will vanish in the IR (ρ → +∞) if ξ ≤ 0. As previously, ξ = 0 recovers a constant flux and a fractionalised phase. this reduces to the case examined by [18] . More generically, ξ < 0 and (4.11) will be give the scaling for the cohesive geometries we examined in section 2.1.1.
Whenever ξ < −d θ , Φ Γ will be subleading compared to the entanglement entropy A Γ in (4.10), while the reverse holds for ξ > −d θ . If ξ = −d θ , both terms scale identically. For phases with z = 1, this means ξ = ζ and the electric potential is invariant under the Lifshitz scaling (4.2).
Let us now turn to the minimization of the deformed entanglement entropy itself:
Minimizing the area above, we obtain the following constraint onẋ: 13) which gives the profile of the minimal surface Γ. The integration constant C comes from the fact that the area only depends explicitly onẋ, so that the Euler-Lagrange equations integrate straightforwardly. The maximal radius ρ 0 reached by Γ is given by the locus at whichẋ diverges, |D(ρ 0 )| = 1/4G N . Setting aside for now the question whether such a hypersurface, when it exists, actually extends all the way to the boundary, we now compute the IR contribution of the minimal surface supported by Γ to the area A Γ and the electric flux Φ Γ . To do this, we assume that for ρ 0 large this contribution is well approximated by restricting the integration domain to
where we have kept the dominant contribution at large ρ 0 , depending on the sign of ξ − θ + d. For the geometries (2.17), the two cases are distinguished once more by the value of ξ. We can now determine the length of the minimal surface through
Note that the length L grows with ρ 0 only if ξ ≤ 2 − d θ . Otherwise, the details of the full spacetime are needed, since we cannot restrict the integrals to the IR contribution in the region close to ρ 0 . Next comes the contribution to the area A Γ , which reads 16) while the contribution to the electric flux is 
with a growth bounded from above by the volume scaling of the fractionalised case. The last point to address is whether the hypersurfaces Γ can actually exist for all values of ξ and of the other parameters appearing in D(ρ). Inspecting (4.13), it is easy to convince oneself that For ξ = −d θ (the flux and area terms scale indentically in S λ E ), the IR value of D(ρ) will just be a constant, and only if |λσ 0 | > 1/4G N will the hypersurface reach the boundary (in this case, the coefficient of the flux term is greater than the area term).
Finally, if ξ < −d θ (the area term dominates the deformed entanglement entropy), the function |D(ρ)| will diverge on both ends of the coordinate range in ρ and have a minimum inbetween: consequently, whether the hypersurface Γ can reach the boundary in that case cannot be decided just by inspecting the IR geometry. The full interpolation to the UV AdS 4 is needed, and then we expect the behaviour of D(ρ) as ρ → 0 to be regulated (remember that the ρ coordinate does not go all the way to the boundary, simply to the UV of the IR region). It will acquire a maximum in the intermediary region inbetween the IR region and the boundary region, and the hypersurfaces Γ will be well-defined for values of the parameters such that this barrier can be overcome. For values where this does not happen, then the minimal surfaces will behave rather like in confining geometries and not reach all the way to the IR.
It is interesting to note that this is the case where one might expect the deformed entanglement entropy to resemble most the RT prescription, since it is dominated by the area term. However, the presence of flux in the IR modifies substantially the dynamics of hypersurfaces minimizing the HR prescription, and hence comparison of the two prescriptions allows to distinguish whether the phase is cohesive or not.
Outlook
In this work, we have proposed a universal parameterization of IR cohesive phases (with vanishing electric flux). It relies on four scaling exponents: the dynamical exponent z which measures anisotropicity between time and space; the hyperscaling violation exponent θ which measures the departure of the metric from scale invariance; the cohesion exponent ξ which describes the scaling of the electric flux; and the conduction exponent ζ which, together with ξ, measures the departure of the electric potential from scale invariance. These exponents can be determined from data in the Lagrangian, and so give a hands-on recipe to determine which phases (maintaining translation invariance) might be competing in the IR. We have shown that this parameterization holds in a variety of models (effectively presenting large new families of solutions), where Gauss's law in the IR is broken either by the introduction of a bosonic condensate, a fermion fluid or a magnetic field. We have also commented on how these effective mass terms for the vector field need to be tuned so as to be relevant in the IR: otherwise, (partially) fractionalised phases are generated, with constant electric flux emanating from the charged extremal horizon.
Generically, solutions fall into two classes:
• Either they are nonrelativistic (z = 1), and then the conduction exponent takes the value ζ = −d θ ;
• or relativistic symmetry is restored in the IR (z = 1) and then the conduction exponent is independent of the other scaling exponents.
An obvious extension of this formalism would be to consider phases which break translation invariance, perhaps starting along the lines of [30] . We have examined the (ir)relevant deformations around these phases and show that they always come by pairs summing to d θ + z, except if the current is irrelevant but cannot be switched off or coupled to a magnetic field via a Chern-Simons term: then, interestingly, there is an anomalous contribution controlled by ζ. The precise values typically involve all critical exponents z, θ, ζ and ξ. We have then studied the optical conductivity at low frequencies and argued that its scaling is controlled by the conduction exponent ζ. This is a universal result, which does not depend on the details of the Lagrangian, and holds both for cohesive and fractionalised phases. We have only examined the models without magnetic field. Upon turning on a magnetic field, one expects the relevant conductivity to be the Hall conductivity, which has been calculated in certain scale invariant cases in [33] . The problem is made harder because various perturbations now do not decouple as straightforwardly as in the pure electric case, but we hope to return to this problem in the future. Furthermore, the spectrum of electric fluctuations is always gapless in the thermodynamically stable region.
Turning to nonlocal observables, we have examined a recent proposal of a deformed entanglement entropy, and showed that its scaling behaviour for large boundary subsystems is determined by the value of the cohesion exponent: for large enough values, the scaling found differs from the Ryu-Takayanagi prescription; for small values, even though the scaling is identical with the RT prescription, the dynamics of the minimal surface might be very different from the RT prescription. Combining these two observables thus gives a good probe of the presence of electric flux in the IR. Intriguingly, the cohesion exponent also knows about the violation of the Lifshitz scaling in the electric potential, since both contributions in the deformed entanglement entropy scale identically in the scale invariant case.
A number of works have recently addressed the reconstruction of bulk data from boundary data linked to entanglement entropy and extremal surfaces, [19] . But as we already stressed, this seems oblivious to the presence of flux or not in the IR, which from a boundary point of view means that it does not distinguish between those horizon degrees of freedom charged under the boundary U(1) and those which are neutral. The idea (left for future work) would be to assert the validity of an equation like S λ E = Tr(ρ U (1) log ρ U (1) ) (5.1)
where ρ U (1) would now only be the density matrix associated to the degrees of freedom carrying the U(1) charge.
